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INTRODUCTION 

1. GENERAL: 

With the introduction of the modern high perfor

mance airplane into the air transportation systems of the 

country it has become increasingly necessary to make some 

study of the variables which influence the proper selection 

of flight paths for the efficient operation of the aircraft. 

In the past it has been the practice in the air 

transport industry to make a very rough estimate of the ef

fect of the winds and thus determine the best altitude at 

which to fly on the course. There has been a complete neg

lect of the possibilities which are presented by a considera

tion of the airplane performance. 

It is the purpose of this thesis to analize the 

effects of all of these variables with a view to obtaining 

some practical knowledge which may be valuable to the air 

transportation industry. 



2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLIDJI:: 

The problem in 5eneral is the following: To 

provide a means of quickly determining before the start 

of a flight the path which the pilot should follow in order 

to fly between any two points in the minimum possible time . 

Thus for a given set of cruising specifications for the air

plane, this path becomes the optimum, not only for time 

elapsed, but also for economy of operation. The method must 

take into account both aerodynamic and meteorological varia

tions. 

To be of practical use in air transport operation 

the method provided must have three definite qualifications. 

1. It must be such as to be readily calculated 

for a given flight by a person completely 

unfamiliar with aerodynamics and airplane 

performance. 

2. It must not require more than a few minutes 

to calculate for a given flight . 

3. It must be such that the data can be pre

sented to the pilot in a brief and useful 

form. 

In addition to the above it is highly desirable to provide 

information which will be of use to the pilot in properly 

navigating the airplane aiong the course. 

All of the above re(iuirements have been carefully 

considered throughout the analysis and the attempt has been 

made to incorporate them into the resulting method to as 

great a.n extent as possible. 



PART I 

GENERAL ANALYSIS 

1. DISCUSSION OF VARIABLES AND AVAILABLE DATA 

Let us consider a flight to take place between 

two points, the first with horizontal position s0 and 

with altitude H0 , and the second with the corresponding 

position (s3 , H3)· It will be assumed that the flight 

will -- be restricted to the vertical ple.ne which includes 

the two points (So, H0 ) and (S3, H3 ). The airplane will 

then have two dimensions in which to travel and an inf in

i te number of paths from which to choose in these two di

mensions. 

Now assume that the variation of winds aloft . . and 

the performance for the given airplane for level flight 

would yield a maximum effective horizontal velocity, or 

velocity relative to the ground, at some altitude H1 . 

Then, if it were possible to start the flight from any 

point situated vertically over (So, H0 ), and to terminate 

the flight at any point vertically over (S3 , H3), the most 

efficient path along which to fly would be level flight at 

an altitude H1. 

Now finally, if the flight is of sufficient length 

that it becomes desirable to climb to the altitude H1, dur-

ing the flight, the problem is then reduced to one of find-

ing the rate of climb from (So, Ho) to some point (S1, H1) 

which gives the minimum loss of time, and then of finding 

the rate of glide from some point (S2, H2 )---(in this ex

ample H1 is equal to H2 )---to the point (S3, H3) which will 



H 



give the maximum gain of time in the glide. 

Thus the problem is resolved essentially into one 

of finding two control points, (S1, H1) and (s2 , H2 ), which 

divide the flight up into three distinct parts, the first, a 

climb from the starting point at a given rate, the second, 

approximately level flight, and the third, a glide at a given 

rate into the terminal point. We shall consider these three 

parts in two groups---f iJst, the climb and glide, and second, 

the flight between the climb and glide . Finally, we will 

include various corrections which must be made to take care 

of an effect which is neglected in the first group. 

2. CLIMB AND GLIDE: 

First, let us construct curves of constant rate 

of climb from the point (So, Ho) assuming calm air. This 

can be done by a gr aphical integration of 

s-fvHdt =j;ddh -jHV dJ, 
- dh dh 

di 
Ho Ho ~~ 

where V, the horizontal ground velocity, is a function of 

both the altitude, H, and the rate of climb dWdt. The 

values of this function must be computed by the aerodynami-

cist and, eince it is a specialized and complex problem in 

itself, this calculation will not be discussed in this re-

port with the exception of a few particular features which 

will be discussed in brief in Part II of this thesis. 

Now, having established these basic curves, we can 

calculate the time required to fly from s0 , H0 ) to any given 

position (S, H) on any one of the curves since 



t - h'-H., 
- dt. 

dt" 

We can also calculate the time required to fly in level 

flight from the pos~tion (s0 , H) directly above the start-

ing point to any position on the constant rate of climb 

curves. Thus, for every point we now have two values: one, 

the actual time which would be required to fly at a given 

rate of climb from the starting point to the point in ques-

tion, and second, the time required to fly the same hori-

zontal distance at the altitude H if the airplane were not 

required to climb. The difference between these two values 

is the time lost by reason of having to climb. Now let us 

assume that the value of this loss of time has been computed 

for each point along the curves. Also, a similar computa-

tion can be made for the glides into the point (s3 , H~) ex

cept that in this case the time difference will be the time 

gained by reason of having to glide instead of the time lost 

in climb. 

With the above we have from the practical stand-

point, neglecting wind gradient, solved the problem of de-

termining the optimum rate of climb up to the required alti-

tude and the optimum rate of glide into the terminal o We 

have only to examine the values marked on the climb and 

glide curves at the given altitude and select the curve which 

has the minimum value in the case of the climb curves and 

the maximum value in the case of the glide curves. This 

gives us the rate of climb for the least loss of time and the 

rate of glide for the greatest gain in time. As mentioned 



above, the wind gradient, which is the only other factor 

which can effect the time lost or gained, has been neglect

ed but will be taken care of later. 

It should be mentioned here that all of the above 

data and curves can be entered on a chart and will be con

stant for a given airplane and a given course. Thus the 

chart can be printed and, for a given flight, the effects 

of the meteorological conditions which will vary from time 

to time can be superimposed as will be shown in the next 

section. 

3. INTERMEDIATE FLIGHT BETWEEN CLIMB AND GLIDE: 

Next comes the problem of determining the optimum 

flight path (approximately horizontal) in between the climb 

and glide. This problem resolves itself into combining the 

cruising velocity of the airplane in level flight with the 

wind velocity to give the effective ground speed. The only 

question is one of finding a means of solving the vector 

triangle, shown below, with sufficient rapidity to avoid a 

large amount of lost time in the calculation for a given 

flight. 

The values of the cruising spe eds of the airplane 

at the various altitudes must be calculated by the aero

dynamicist and will be a function of altitude along since 

the airplane will be considered to be in level flight. 



In the above figure W represents the wind ve-

locity vector, e the angle between the wind vector and the 

course, Ve the vector representing the true air cruising 

speed and Ve the effective ground speed of the airplane. 

The other s ymbols are as indicated in the figure. The fol-

lowing 
(1) 

Also 

felationships 
W. = W eo.s 8 
Wy = w StlAl!J 

can be seen directly from the figure: 

Vx ~ ,rv;~ - ~2. 

Factor ing out v~ from the right hand side. 

Vx "' V, ,ft - -f 'V:-) "L 

Expanding by the binomial theorem. 

'Vx = lfc [1 - -f ( ~}z - ; ( ~}41- • • ·] 

Now let us consider an airplane which would rank near the 

lower limit of the present high performance airplane. This 

airplane should have a cruising speed in the neighborhood 

of 150 miles per hour . Let us also consider a direct cross 

wind of ~O miler per hour, 6 -will then be 90 degrees. The 

above "t> s,lues will give about maximum values to the terms 

involved in 

order term 

the expansion above. Considering the fourth 

I ( W...t).,._ _ L / .fb~+:;: 0 l)D/S or ()./S ~ 
- - I ''So . , Vc 

Thus this term is very small and can be neglected since it 

represents a variation in Vx of only 0.2 miles per hour. 

Now consider the remaining equation. 

Vx ~ Vc [1 - f ( ~) Z-J 

= v.._ - f ( ~) ... Vc 
Ve 

L t! f L1 V = Vi: - Vx 

which is the amount by which the effective component of the 

cruising speed of the airplane is reduced by the crabbing 

effects of the wind. 



Liv 

AV 
_L W'y 

= z Vc 

2-

Differentiating ~V with respect to Ve 

we get 
IA/., 'L 

cJ(eiV);: - i_ ~ A_(/c 
~ 

d(4 v) L Wy "-cf V,. 
Di Viding by Ve -v;- = - z Vc.J c 

The above expression gives the proportionate variation in 

Vx which will be caused by an error in Ve. Now let us as-
~. 

sume that the average cruising speed of the airplane pro-

posed above is 150 miles per hour and that the maximum 

variation of Ye from this value, either plu~ or minus, is 

20 miles per hour. Then substituting this value of the 

variation for dYc 
d{Ll V} _ _ _!... {SL>).._)( ZO .:= - 0. (JO?'?- or 0. 7"1- 7'> 
~ - Z (1s-0) 7 

Now considering that this value represents just slightly 

more than one mile per hour in Vx and remembering that even 

this represents extremely pseeimistic conditions, it is ov-

vious that we are justified in using an average value of Ve 

in the expression for I.JV. In this wa2· we get 

( 2.J LIV= 
..L ~"-
z 

Vav<' . 

Now combining ( 1) and ( 2) with ~we see that 

Ve = w; +-Vc;-LIV 

or rearranging 
V~ =Ve +-(W,1r-LJV) 

Ve = Vc + LIVe 

Where V,. is independent of winds and LlV · · d ~ e is in ependent of 

the airplane for a given airplane. 

Thus 

and 

lie = f ( H) . 

;a ..L 
4~ ::: w ccs 17 - 2. 

(W S/"1 6'.,_ 
/lave. 



We have now broken up our calculation of Ve into 

two parts, one of which is dependent only upon the airplane 

performance and the other, only upon the meteorological con

ditions. We can build up with this material two tables, one 

a function of altitude and the other a function of wind di

rection and wind velocity for a given airplane. 

We are now ready to superimpose the intermediate 

flight upon the climb and glide base charts. From the upper 

air balloon observations along the course we obtain the wind 

d~rection and velocity at the various altitudes. This we 

combine with our airplane performance for level flight by 

means of the tables compiled from the above e~uations. With 

the results of these calculations we are able to pick out im

mediately the correct altitude at which to carry out our in

termediate flight. Then, examining the values of the time 

lost for the various rates of climb and the time gained for 

the various rates of glide at the optimum intermediate flight 

altituae, we are able to pick out our complete path in a very 

rapid and simple manner . 

4. CORRECTIONS FOR WIND GRADIENT IN CLIMB AND GLIDE 

In all of the calculations in Section 2 the effect 

of the winds was completely neglected. The winds will have 

two distinct effects upon the results: 

1. The position along the course at which 

the airplane will arrive after the climb 

to the optimum intermediate flight alti

tude, and the position along the course 



at which the pilot must start his glide 

into the terminus will be shifted one way 

or another depending upon whether the 

airplane is flying in head or tail winds. 

2. The actual time lost or gained ina glide 

or climb is affected by the vertical gra

dient of the wind aloft. This may alter 

the selection of the optimum rates of 

climb and glide. 

First, we shall consider the shift in position. 

Considering the results in the last section we have an 

immediate method of fj_nding the value of the actual effects 

of the wind upon the effective ground speed of the airplane. 

This is included in the expression for ~Ve. Now let us as

sume a gradient of ~Ve as shown in the diagram below . In 

this diagram we can divide the distribution 

of ~Ve up into the basic value of ~Ve at the ground and the 

difference between the value of ~Ve at an altitude Hand 

that at the ground. We shall ealculate the effects of each 

of these parts separately. 

Let us first consider the shift in the horizontal 

position of the top of the climb due only to the basic wind 



effect LI Ve , at the ground. Here, the shift L1,s is given 

as follows: 

4 / S = "1 Ve1 .i- 'C 

But 

Therefore 

or 

Finally 

Ll, s 

( J) LJ,s = ~ ;oco 
Ll H 5f.1! t. o 

olt-

where ~Vel is in miler per hour, dtt/dt is in feet per minute, 

and Lli~/LJH gives the horizontal shift per 1000 feet of climb. 

Now consider the effect of the gradient of Ll Ve· 

Let cS" (A Ve) be the difference between Ll Ve at altitude and 

that at the ground. Then, since the rate of climb is con

stant, the shift L1zS in S which will be caused by 6(l1~Jwill 

be as follows: 

tf(AVe) x t 
2 

~z S _ tS(4 V~} 
411 - 2 Elf. 

cit 
Finally (4) ~ = c5"(AVe) i:;o 

/.JH tf.f' 

as before 

where the uni ts of 6 (Ll Ve). dli/ d t, and .a 2s/41 h are the same 

as before. It must be pointed out that a tail wind will 

shift both the climb and glide curves away from the stations 

from which they emanate and a head wind will have the oppo-

site effect. Thus a positive value of $' (AVe) will shift 



the curves farther from their respective stations while 

a negative value will have the same effect as that of a 

head wind. 

With the use of the above formulae, (3 ) and 

(4 ), tables can be construe ted which will give the shift 

in miles per 1000 feet of climb which will result from the 

wind aloft. This has been done in Part II together with 

the remainder of the optimum flight path data for the Doug

las DC-1 transport plane. 

Finally, in this section we must consider the ef

fect which the wind will have upon the time lost in climb 

and that gained in gl ide. It is obvious that this will de

pend only upon the gradient of .d Ve since the airplane will 

receive just as much aid., or hindfrance, from the basic .1Ve 

at the ground as at altitude. Thus it will be necessary to 

consider only the value of ~ (A Ve). 

If the value of L1 Ve were a constant with respect 

to altitude and equal to LJ Ve at the ground plus ! (AVe), then 

the difference in the horizontal position of the airplane at 

the end of the climb for this condition and for the actual 

condition where a gradient existed would be e(iual to the lJ 28 

as calculated above. In other words, the airplane would be 

~ 2 s farther along in its course if it were not for the ex

ist~nce of the gradient. Then the actual time loo.t because 

of the exi stenc e of the gradient must be this distance di

vided by the speed at which the airplane will fly along the 

course. 



Thus L\t '::. 
LJ a. s 

Vav(" 

~(LJVe) Llh' 
:: 

2. di! 
dE 

or A1 :: 
.$ (Ll Ve) 

AH dH 
2. dt Yore 

LJt- $"(4 ~) 
Finally - = J 

LJll Z :!it.. Yave 
dt 

where ~ (L1 Ve) and dH/d t have the same uni ts as before and 

~ t/ah is in minutes per 1000 feet of climb or glide. It 

must be noted that where $(Ll V6 ) is positive (a tail wind) 

then 4t/~ h will be time lost per 1000 feet for both climb 

and glide, while if ~"(4!1 Ve) is negative a head wind) the 

quantity represents a gain in time. As before the formulae 

derived is made up in the form of a table in Part II. In 

me~ing up the table, V is taken as the average cruising 

speed of the airplane, this value giving results which are 

much closer than many of the other assumptions and measured 

quantities. 

There is one other i tern which should be mentioned 

in this section. It will be noted that the calculation of 

the position at which the airplane should arrive at the end 

of the climb and the position at which to start the glide are 

not necessary in so far as finding theqJtimum flight path. 

However, the pilot must know these values, particularly the 

point to start the glide, in order to fly the course cor-

rectly. Thus this data is of navigational aid to the pilot. 

One other set of values which would be of extreme value to 

him would be the drift angle along the course. This is the 

angle ~ in Figure 2 and is given by the expression 



Thus we can assume as before an average va.lue for V and 

incorporate drift angles into one of the tables described 

in Part II. This will constitute a valuable aid to the 

pilot since without it he would be required to find the 

angles along the way purely b;y trial and error while flying. 

S. OPERATIONS SCHEDULING 

The results made available by the use of the 

above analysis present another interesting possibility. 

This is the problem of scheduling aircraft operations. 

In other word, given a certain airplane to be flown over a 

given route with certain ex is ting .meteorologic al c or~d.i tt.o~~~, 

ho w should tl:.e p,irpl?vne be flo wn in order to make the flight 

in schedul ed time? 

By using the analysis described above we can 

very easily determine the average effect which the wind 

will have all along the co urse in adaition to the effect 

of the climb and glide . Now let 

Ve = the average eff ec ti ve ground speed along the 
intermediate path (as defined in Sec ti on 3 ) 

Ve = the average cruising speed of the airplane 

L1 Ve = the average effect of the wind along the inter-
mediate path 

s ~ the distance between the start and terminus of 
the flight 

T = the scheduled time for the flie;ht 

.d t -:: time lost Jn climb and glide (due both to aero-
dynamic variations and winds) plus the time 
lost due to late starting 

t "' the time lost in take-off and landing. This 



should be taken as an average over several 
flights for the particular airplane. 

P /Po =- the ratio of . cruising power to full power 

Now T= .L + LJt +t: 
Ve 

Ve 
s 

= 
T-4t -t: 

But Ve = Ve +LJ Ve 

Therefore 

Ve. = 
s - AV~ 

T-At - t 

But, from the fundamentals of aerodynarni e: s, power is 

pro portional to the cube of the velocity. 

The ref ore 

Substituting for Ve 

~ - /'( [ T :_11 t: - t 

In which K, P0 , and t are constant f or a given air

plane. 

Thus 

For s in miles, T in minutes, At in minutes, t in minutes, 

in miles per hour, the eauation becomes 

[ 

s , Ll II eJ 3 

YPo -= K T -At - t: - TO 

Using the above equation we can build up a chart for solv

ing this equation for P/P0 for any given route and wind 

distribution. This has been done in Part II in connection 



with the Douglas Transport and will be discussed further 

later. 

The above completes the general discussion of 

the optimum flight path analysis. In further chapters it 

will be discussed with reference to particular routes and 

airplanes. The analysis just completed, however, applies 

to any airplane. 



PART II 

APPLICATION OF METHOD TO DOUGLAS DC-1 TRANSPORT 

1 • GENER.AL: 

As an illustration of the application of the 

method presented in the previous chapter the actual numeri

cal calculations developed were made for the Douglas DC-1 

Transport airplane. In addition, through the courtesy of 

the Transcontinental and Western Air, the author was for

tunate in having the opportunity of trying out these results 

to a limited extent in actual operations service. The re

sults of these tests will be presented herein together with 

a brief discussion of the calculations themselves. 

2. AIRPLANE PERFORJVIANCE CALCULATIONS: 

A complete discussion of the method employed for 

the calculation of the airplane performance would be very 

long and involved and beyond the scope of this paper. Thus, 

only a brief mention of the salient points will be included. 

The basis for all of the performance calculations 

was Technical Report 408 of the N.A oC.A. by Dr. w. B. Oswald . 

All of the work which is done in this paper is merely a vari

ation of that discussed in the above report. 

In the actual calculation of the cruising speed 

of the airplane at either climb or glide, the effect of the 

climb or glide was considered as a sup erchar ging effect, posi

tive in the case of a glide and negative in the case of a 

climb. 





The justification of this is apparent when we consider 

that the quantity W dh/dt represents the power which goes 

into raising the potential energy of the airplane due to 

change of altitude. This quantity, then, was add.ed (or sub

tracted) to the brake horse power supplied by the motor and 

the total considered . as the new brake horse power. The dif-

ficulties with this analysis are, of course, that there will 

be a change in the propeller efficiency and that in the case 

of a glide there is the danger of obtaining too high values 

for motor RPM. To correct for this it was necessary to con-

sider the velocities obtained by the above method as first 

approximations and with these values finds the new efficien-

cies and correct for excessive motor RPM. Finally, going 

through the calculation a second time g ives a much closer 

value to the correct cruising speed. This calculation had 

to be made for each rate of climb at each altitude. It should 

be noted here that a continuously variable pitch propeller 

would eliminate the difficulty of excessive motor RPM mention-

ed above. 

In making the calculation described above the author 

devised a chart which shortened the calculation enormously 

and for this reason it is included in this paper. There is no 

need to explain the variables involved as anyone familiar with 

the Oswald analysis will recognise them immediately . The 

chart merely gives a rapid means of finding the correct value 
A 

of the parameter~ for an airplane with supercharging by as-

suming a value of any one of the variables and then making 

repeated circuits of ~he chart until the path converges upon 

an accurate value of .A . 



All of the calculations and charts for the Doug

la8 D0-1 were ma.de on the ass1lmption of 75% full power for 

cruising. 

3. MISCELLANEOUS TABLES AND CFJJtTS: 

There are two sets of tables to consider, the 

first, the table giving "EFFECTIVE CRUISING SPEED" relative 

to the ground, and the second, the position and time correc

tion tabl es for wind. In both sets the average cruising 

(air speed) speed where needed was taken as 190 miles per 

hour. However, the first portion of the first table will be 

reasonably correct in the case of other airplanes which have 

considerably different ave~age cruising speeds than that of 

the DC-1. This is shown from calculations in PartI. 

The position correction tables will, of course, 

be true for any airplane and the time correction table will 

not requi re change within the range for which the table dis

cuss ed in the last paragraph holds true. 

The "SCHEDULING CHA...L{T" is also based upon an aver

age cruising speed of 190 miles per hour for 75% full power. 

This chart will give results which are accura te to about 1% 
in percent power which is greater acc ur acy than can be at

tained in fl~i ing the airplane. It was assumed that 10 min

utes was lost in take off and landing. 

There is an additional feature which appears on 

the "SCHEDULING CHART" which was not explained in the previous 

chapter. There appear on the chart four broken lines with 

labels which indicate altitudes. These lines represent the 

limiting power whi ch may be obtained from the engines at the 
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52 52 51 4B 43 37 zg :n 1 2 ,~ --1 -i.J .. 2i: - .-1 - 3r ... 13 _,t7 - 5o - r11 - 52 
54 54 53 50 45 3q 30 :~2 1 2 ~ -~~ -17 - :~: - J - 39 - 4!3 - 4:9 - 52 -53 h4 
56 5o 55 5· · 47 4J in ~:~ i2 2 - .< ~11 -~ 0 .-,) , - 41 -4o -51 -54 - 55 -55 
58 53 57 54 48 4l 32 .:0 12 2 - '" .. 1 ·} - 2'1 - 3.., -12 - '±3 - 52 -5o - 5? - 58 
oO SO 59 55 50 42 33 ;;;3 13 ~ __ j - 28 - 0? _,g -50 - 54 - 57 -59 -50 

I ~ 
0 - B7 

1000 - 1 70 
2000 - 1 '73 
3000 - l ?o 
·iOOO - 1 79 
5000 - 182 
6000 - 185 
7000 - 188 
8000 - 190 

·-~ 
9000 - l :J ~ 

10000 ·- Li·~ 
11000 - l9G 
12000 - 198 
1 3000 - 19'} 
140GC - 201 
1 5Ji'10 ~ l ~l9 
i 0000 - ir 
l ~ ~1Cl\") -· 103 



CL:C:IB AJ:m GLIDJ 1-~0SI I JN UORIUCTI~·:t; (miles per 1000 ft,) 

DUE TO BA.Ji., ii IND DUE TO ·\·tii7D Gilli.DI~NT oH gJj_ 
dt' dt 

AVet 100 200 300 400 $~Ve) 100 200 300 100 
5 0.8 Oo4 0 . 3 0 . 2 . 5 0 . 4 a::- o:-r o:T 

10 1. 7 0 . 8 O.o 0 .4 10 0 . 8 0 . 4 0.3 0 . 2 
15 2 . 5 1.3 0.8 0.6 15 1.3 o.7 0 . 4 0 . 3 
20 3 . 3 1. ? 1.1 0 . 8 20 1.7 0.9 0 . 6 0 .. 4 
25 4 . 2 2 .1 1.4 1.1 25 2 . 1 1.1 0.7 0 . 5 
30 5.0 2 o5 1.7 1.3 30 2 . 5 1. 3 0 . 9 0 .6 
35 5 . 8 2. 9 1.9 1 . 5 35 2 . 9 1. 5 1.0 ·o.7 
40 6 '7 .. 3 . 3 2 . 2 1.7 40 3 . 3 1. 7 1.1 0.8 
45 ? . 5 3 . '? 2 . 5 l.9 45 3 . 8 1. 9 1 . 3 0 . 9 
50 8 . 3 4 .1 2 . 8 1.2 50 4.2 2 .1 1.4 1. 0 

TiyIE CORRZCTIOH IN CLIMB AND GLIDE (minutes pf?r 1000 rt. ) 

DUE TO ·,'lIND GR!\.DIENT 
dH 
dt 

$ {AVe} 100 ~00 300 400 
5 0.1 0 . 1 o.o. o.o 
1 0 0 . 3 0 .1 O. l 0 .1 
15 0 . 4 0 . 2 0 .1 0 .1 
20 0.5 0 . 3 0 . 2 0 ~1 
25 0 . 7 0 . 4 0 . 2 0 . 2 
30 0 . 8 0 . 4 0 . 3 0 . 2 
35 o.9 o.5 0 . 3 0 . 2 
40 1.0 o.5 0 . 4 o . 3 
45 1. 2 o.5 o.4 o . 3 
50 1.3 0 . 7 0 . 4 . 0.3 
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altitudes indicated. ·Thus, if it is found, for instance, 

that 80% power is required with an intermediate flight path 

at 14000 feet altitude, it is innnediately apparent from the 

chart that this is impossible to attain. In this case, then, 

the plane would be unable to cover the course in scheduled 

time. 

4. FLIGHT PATH CHARTS: 

Finally, the author has drawn up two sets of basic 

flight path charts covering two different routes. These 

charts are of the type which would be used as the basis for 

computing the actual flight path for a given set of observed 

meteorological conditions. 

These charts need no particular explanation in so 

far as the calculation is concerned. Each curve is the re

sult of a graphical integration of the "cruising speed--al ti

tude curve" mentioned in Part I. The figures alongside each 

curve give the time (in minutes) lost due to climb and the 

time gained due to glide. In this connection it should be 

mentioned that for the Douglas DC-1 there was no appreciable 

difference in time lost in climb up to reasonable altitudes 

between rates of climb ranging from 200 to 500 feet per min

ute. Therefore, since the wind gradient will in general in

crease up to the level of the intermediate flight altitude, 

the least loss in time will be realized with the maximum rate 

of climb so long as there is no apprec ia,ble loss due to an in

crease of rate of climb. For this reason the climbs were 

standardized at 500 feet per minute which rate appeared to be 
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the best under almost all conditions. 

Finally, it should be noted that the _charts 

covering the Pittsburg-Newark course include a topographi

cal profile of the region along the course. This feature 

would be incorporated into all of the charts when made up 

for practical use. 



PART III 

METHOD O:B· Ut>ING CHAli.TS 

A. DETERMINATION OF INTEru!l:EDIATE FLIGHT PATH 

1. From balloon observations and by use of the "EF

FECTIVE CRUISING SPEED" table calculate the effec

tive speed for each level above each station. To 

do this look opposite the wind velocity in the left 

hand column and under column headed with the angle 

of the wind relative to the course. This gives li Ve. 

which must be added (or subtracted according t o sign) 

to the value of Ve corresponding to the altitude in 

question to obtain Ve· Write this value for Ve at 

the corresponding point on the base chart. Do this 

for all balloon observations. In addition to record

ing the above, write down on a separate sheet the 

values of V for each altitude for the end stations. 

These values will be used later. 

2. Draw a line joining the maximum values of Ve which 

now appear on the base chart. This will give the 

intermediate flight pathe 

B. DETERMINATION OF BEST RATE OF GLIDE 

1. Using the values of 6 Ve for the end stations assume 

a linear distribution of 11Ve aloft. Extrapolating 

this linear distribution find the value of 6Ve at 

the ground and the difference between the value at 

the intermediate flight level and that at the ground. 



2. Using the 11 TlME CORRECT I ON•' table find the value 

of tlllie lost (or GRincd) in the &litie p~r 1000 

feet of glide for each rate of glide f r om the aif -

ference in valua ol LlVe at the flight level anc.i. at 

the ground.. 'l'his will ue t1111e lost i:t' the i=,ra.uient 

increase upward a nd gai ned if downwara.. 

;3. lvlul tip.Ly t his Va.Lue by the totaJ. a.i1·1·erence 0 1· al-

titude for the glide in thousands of feet and add 

(if it i s time gained ) th1~ value to figure appear-

ing on eac./:1 glide cu.rve at the int.ermediate flight 

a.1.. c.i tude . 

4. Choose the ra.c,e 01 gliCi.e ·vv11ich gives the greatest 

gain in time . 

Co TO :B'I.ND POSI TIOi\f J\) START GLIDE : 

l o Using the valu e ol tH'e at the ground o otained in b . .1... 

find. the total posi tio11 correction in miles due to 

basic winds in a manner s i milar to B. 3 anct. B. 4 . , 

multiplying by the dif! erence in altitude as before. 

Do this only for the best rate of glide . This cor-

rection will auli. to the distances mar.Kea. on the 
pa. 'th 

basic i .J..ignt/ chart if tne wind is a ta.il wind. an<1 

suotract ir a nead winu o 

G• Do the sci.me ai3 in C.l . r·or the di1'1erence in IJ.Ve 

aloft ancL at tne ground. This will be adued. to 

the di&tance j_1· the gradient increased aloft and. 

subtractive ir it decreases . The total of these 

two corrections gives the correct point at which 

to start the glide . 



D. SCHEDULING THE Ji'LIGHT : 

1. Estimate the average effective cruising velocity 

which will be attained along the intermediate 

flight path. Subtract from this the value of V c 

for the approximate aJ. ti tude of the intermediate 

flight path. 'l'his gives the value of Ll Ve which 

will be used in the "SCHEDULING CHART". 

2. Fin~ from the calculation made in E. the total 

time la:; t in clirrio arn1 g.tiue ( tnil::I fficiY be negative). 

Subtract tni s value ( a.lge ora.ic a.Lly ) r:ro111 ~.he s ched-

uleel time 1·or the flight in minutes. This gives T '. 

3. Entering the cfiart with the vaJ. u e of T' found in 

D. 2 . go up to the vc=.tlue of S whic:;h gives the length 

of the course. Then move hor i zontally to the value 

of 4.Ve determined in D .. L o \plus is tail wind; minus 

is head wind). Finally, move vertically ciownwa:cd 

to the axis which gives the percentage full power 

which must be used in order to mru<.e the flight on 

scheuul e . This value must not .Lie to the right of 

altitude .LJ..nt: ~w.1ch corresyoncJ.s with the altitude 

of the intermediate r'lignt. If it does, then the 

1.L i gh t cannot be ma.d.e on "Lime . 

Obv ..1.ousJ..:;, the cha.rt may be used bac.h.rwards to de-

termine proper schedule time to use on a new route. 

A statistical stuciy can be ma,de of the winds to 

uet.er1u1ne the usual Ve.ti u..:; of llVt!. ':i."rten, assuming a 

v :::...lue 01' the power to be used, the correct sc!J.ea.uled 



time c aH oe o otained . it mu:5t be remembered that 

the aoov e c!1art ta:Keo the time .Lo;:; t in ta.K~ o 1.f and 

landing into account autom~tica.lly . 

:b' . PRESENTAT IO .l~ OF DATA TO PILOT 

The data ~v hich shoula. oe giv-en to the pilot is a.s 

fol.Lows: 

1. Hate of ascent from t ake-of1·. 

2. Altitude to wnich to climu for oegin1ling of in

termea1at~ ilight path. 

3. Al ti tua.es at various po in ts along tpe route if 

the intermediate r~ight path varies somewnat in 

aJ.. ti tude . 

4. Point at wiuch to oegin glide in miles from des

tination or relative to some landmarK . 

5. Rate 01· gl1d.e into ter·,;1.i.nal. 



PilliT IV 

'.l'ESTS lli!ADE 01/ER THE PITTSBURG-NEW.ARR ROUTE 

'l'hrougn 1,ne c.;0urtesy of 'l'ret11scont1rn~l1tal & west

ern Air, the auth or was enabled to mak e a .Limited series of 

te.:.,ts 1rom may 11 to lin.ay 13, 19~4 on the Dou~las DG-l trans

port plane in operation oetween Pittsburg ana. Newark . Al

though t,:nis Y'1 as not a r ·avorab.Le route on wJ:i:Lch to l11GiKe a 

test 01 che value of the me thod, several rather interesting 

and valua blt;; restll°t s were ·orought out ·by these test s . Also, 

:aeveral minor changes were shown to be desirable and these 

have been incorporated in the analysis as it has been herein 

presented. 

One of the most valuable results shown ·by the test 

was t lle auility to predict accurately by means of the me tnod 

the po int at which to s cart the gl iue in order to c Olae in to 

the terminal at the proper altitude. This is a valuable 

navigation aid to tne pilot since it avoids the breat waote 

of time involved in spira:i.ing down to t h e fifid a!'ter having 

overshot the proper point in the glide. Most of the 6lia.es 

extended f'o r mo re than 12b mil es, etnd in one case for aoo u t 

15U miles. 

Another interesting !'act wi1ich was brought out dur

ing the tests and which is to be expected lrorn the cilarts is 

that the plane will very seldom be given an opportunity to 

get up to its critic al cruising altitude on so short a flight. 

i'll.ost of the flights ror thil:) course must necel:3sarily consist 

of a clim·o up to a certain point. followed directly by a glide 

witnout any intermedi a te flight between. Thus, such a s hort 



fJ.ight as tne 305 miles between Pitts burg and Newark d.oes 

not allow the maximum efficiency to be gained from the DU-1. 

Also, ~ue to tne Sa.foe ract, it is hard.er to calculate the 

true optimum ilignt path !or such a short path w<mere "the p er

centage saving in time can1.LOt be very large ·oecause take-oi:i:'s 

a nd lana.ings take up an a.pprec ia1.Le por·tion of the total time 

and none or this can be savea.. J!or sucn a short path it is 

nee es~rnry to investigate every c omoina tion of climb and glia.e 

correcting each for position in order to determine the true 

optimum. In the case of a lone:, i light, however, each part 

of the path is independent of the otner and. thus each can be 

investiga~au separately. 

In rega.rd to tne time element involvea in maKing 

the calculation it was round in practice th~t a~out 7 mln

utes was required to a.etermine the proper path 1or the Pitw

bu.:rg-lfoward course along which there was only one pertinent 

balloon observation (wn.i.cn vva:o sufficient for such a sho--rt 

i J..ight). However, .i..n cal.culati on some trial situations on 

the Burbau.k-Albuq~erque course, where there ~re four good 

balloon soundings, it was f0und that 15 minutes was suffi

cient time to complete the work. On a course such as this 

the savinb in timeshould be considerable and the 15 minutes 

spent in calculation on the ground could well be paid for 

~y the saving of time in the air. 

No attempt was made to use the Scheduling Chart 

as this chart was not made up at that time. 



CONCLUSION 

The method appears to satisfy the conditions 

which have been set forth in the first part of the paper 

and, doing this, it should be of distinct practical ad

vantage to the air transport operator. 

In conclusion, the author wi shes to thank 

Messrs. Frye, Fritz, Weaver, and Clover of the Operations 

and Meteorological Divisions of Transcontinental & Western 

Air who made available the possibility of the tests which 

were conducted on the use of this method on the Douglas 

DC-1. It was only through these tests that the author was 

able to make many essentia,l additions and alt erations and 

to determine how the method should be used under actual 

operating conditionso 


